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CURRENT EVENTS 

 
HEALTH: South Africa – Reverse Engineering a Covid-19 Vaccine  
TOPIC:  Scientists in South Africa are trying to reverse engineer the Moderna vaccine and then produce it, as 
Africa has received the least number of doses. The World Health Organization is fine with this attempt. How 
difficult will it be to reproduce the Moderna vaccine? Has Moderna commented as this attempt to duplicate its 
efforts? Has there been any explanation as to why Africa isn’t getting more doses of the vaccine? What did Merck 
announce recently about its Covid pill? 
SEARCH TERMS: “South Africa” AND Covid-19 AND “reverse engineering” AND vaccines 

 
FINANCE: Worldwide – Offshore Investments Revealed  
TOPIC: An international consortium of journalists has published stories based on what they’ve called the 
“Pandora Papers”. These stories revealed the hidden offshore wealth and the ways the rich hide their assets. 
Who were some of the individuals named in these stories? What were some of the investments they used to 
shelter their assets from taxation?  
SEARCH TERMS: “Pandora Papers” 
 
LITERATURE: Great Britain – John le Carre 
TOPIC:  A final novel from the late John le Carre has been recently published. Silverview is another novel of the 
British intelligence services. What were some of Le Carre’s earlier works and what is considered to be his best? 
What Le Carre novels were made into movies and considered to be the most successful at portraying his vision of 
the world? 
SEARCH TERMS: “John le Carre” AND Silverview 
 
SCIENCE: Planet Outside the Milky Way 
TOPIC:  Astronomers think they have the first evidence in history of a planet outside of the Milky Way.  What is 
the evidence found and how can it be confirmed?  What is an exoplanet and how does this discovery differ from 
what is known within our own solar system?  What are the qualities noted about this possible planet? 
SEARCH TERMS: planet AND galaxy AND NASA and Chandra 
 
TECHNOLOGY: Canada – Wastewater Testing  
TOPIC:  Researchers at Dalhousie University have developed a cheap device to collect samples from sewage 
system that can be analyzed in laboratories to see if the sewage contains Covid-19. The device is a spherical 
cage, printed by a 3-D printer, which contains an absorbent material. The material is what gets analyzed, while 
the cages are reusable. Why is wastewater being tested for Covid-19? How sensitive are the tests? What other 
advances in wastewater testing has Dalhousie pioneered? 
SEARCH TERMS: “Dalhousie University” AND wastewater AND Covid-19 
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TECHNOLOGY: Australia – Parental Consent for Advertising 
TOPIC:  Australia is planning to make social media companies get parental consent before they can show 
advertising to those under sixteen years of age. Failure to do so will result in fines. What other constraints has 
Australia recently placed on some tech companies? How have social media companies responded to this 
proposed new law? 
SEARCH TERMS: Australia AND “social media” AND regulation  

 

BUSINESS AND ECONOMICS  
 
BUSINESS: Germany – Daimler Divests Truck Division 
TOPIC:  Daimler AG is going to spin its truck division off into a separate company. The thinking is that this will 
allow the truck division to react more quickly to changing market conditions. What is Daimler going to re-name 
itself that reflects more accurately its product line? How are car companies and truck companies differing in their 
approach to zero emission vehicles? 
SEARCH TERMS: “Daimler AG” AND trucks 
 
BUSINESS: Southwest Airlines Cancellations 
TOPIC: Southwest Airlines recently suffered a huge rash of flight cancellations.  What was the reason for these 
cancellations and what were some of the rumors as to their cause?  How did Southwest respond to the spike in 
cancellations? 
SEARCH TERMS: Southwest AND (airline OR airlines) AND cancellations 
 
BUSINESS: Congressional Hearings on Facebook 
TOPIC:  The U.S. Senate Commerce Committee has been listening to testimony and reviewing Facebook 
documents from former Facebook data engineer, product manager and whistleblower Frances Haugen.  What is 
Congress investigating about Facebook? What has been some of the most revealing information about Facebook 
in the testimony and documents? 
SEARCH TERMS: Facebook AND Haugen AND (Senate OR senator OR Sen. OR Congress OR Congressional) 
 
BUSINESS: Facebook Becomes Meta 
TOPIC: Facebook is rebranding itself with the name Meta Platforms Inc, which will include all its existing 
products, including Facebook as a product name, but will expand the company focus beyond social media into 
virtual reality.  What is “metaverse” that soon-to-be Meta CEO Mark Zuckerberg is seeking to create with his 
company?  What has been the public response to this change?  How did Google’s past creation of a parent 
company Alphabet work in rebranding them? 
SEARCH TERMS: Facebook AND Meta AND metaverse 
 
BUSINESS: TRUTH Social 
TOPIC: Former U.S. President Donald Trump has launched a new social media platform called TRUTH Social.  
How has he described the purpose and goals of his new social media company and how is it run?  What 
difficulties has TRUTH Social had with the terms of their license agreement? 
SEARCH TERMS: “Truth Social” AND Trump AND “Trump Media and Technology Group” 
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ECONOMICS: Nobel Prize 
TOPIC:  Economics Professors Joshua Angrist, David Card and Guido Imbens from MIT, Stanford and UC 
Berkeley respectively, have all won this year’s Nobel Prize for Economics in their work studying “natural 
experiments” to gain economic knowledge.  What specifically were these natural experiments and how is 
knowledge about economics gained from them?  How has their work changed the approach and framework of 
experimentation? 
SEARCH TERMS: “David Card” AND Nobel AND Angrist AND Imbens AND economics 
 
ECONOMICS: Germany – Bank Chief Resigns 
TOPIC:  Jens Weidmann has said he is stepping down from his role at Bundesbank at the end of the year. By 
doing so, he is also leaving his role as a member of the European Central Bank’s governing council. He was 
scheduled to be at Bundesbank until 2027. What were his economic policies while heading Bundesbank? How did 
these policies impact his role at the European Central Bank? 
SEARCH TERMS: “Jens Weidmann” AND Bundesbank 
 
FINANCE: Worldwide – Offshore Investments Revealed  
TOPIC: An international consortium of journalists has published stories based on what they’ve called the 
“Pandora Papers”. These stories revealed the hidden offshore wealth and the ways the rich hide their assets. 
Who were some of the individuals named in these stories? What were some of the investments they used to 
shelter their assets from taxation?  
SEARCH TERMS: “Pandora Papers” 
 
FINANCE: Billionaire Tax 
TOPIC: Democrats in the U.S. Congress are proposing a tax on U.S. billionaires.  How exactly would this tax be 
structured and why?  How many billionaires are there in the U.S. and how much money is this new tax expected 
to generate?  What are the most compelling arguments for and against this tax? 
SEARCH TERMS: “billionaire tax” AND Democrats 
 

CIVICS, GOVERNMENT AND POLITICS 
 
GOVERNMENT AND POLITICS: Czech Republic – Government Crisis 
TOPIC: After an election ended the government of Prime Minister Andrej Babis, the president of the Czech 
Republic Milos Zeman was admitted to a hospital. Doctors have said Zeman cannot perform the duties of his 
office, while not making public his condition. One of those duties is overseeing the formation of a new 
government. What are some of the proposed solutions to this political conundrum? Whose party defeated Babis 
and will he be able to form a new government? 
SEARCH TERMS: “Milos Zeman” OR “Andrej Babis” 
 
GOVERNMENT AND POLITICS: Federal Spending Plan 
TOPIC: President Biden is trying to reach an agreement with Congress to pass his $1.75 trillion spending plan 
which has been scaled down from $3.5 trillion. What are the biggest items in the plan, how have they been 
changed in negotiations and why?  Who are the key senators President Biden has had to meet with and why? 
SEARCH TERMS: Biden AND (“domestic policy bill” OR “spending plan” OR budget) AND Manchin AND trillion 
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GOVERNMENT AND POLITICS: Brazil – Senate Indicts Bolsonaro 
TOPIC: The Brazilian Senate committee has recommended that President Jair Bolsonaro be put on trial for his 
handling of the Covid-19 pandemic. They urge he be tried for crimes against humanity, among other charges. 
What actions of Bolsonaro did the Senate claim to be criminal? Is it likely he will be brought to trial? 
SEARCH TERMS: “Jair Bolsonaro” AND Covid-19 
 
HISTORY: Hamilton’s Letter 
TOPIC: A federal appeals court has ruled that a letter written by the U.S.’s first Secretary of the Treasury 
Alexander Hamilton had been stolen and should be returned to the state of Massachusetts.  How was it 
determined that the letter had originally been stolen?  Who was the letter to and what was it about? 
SEARCH TERMS: “Alexander Hamilton” AND letter AND Massachusetts AND stolen 
 
HISTORY: Belgium – Waterloo Discovery 
TOPIC: Waterloo Uncovered runs a program that combines veterans with archaeologists at the Napoleonic 
battlefield. The thinking behind the program is that archeologists can learn from the insights of the veterans and 
that the veterans can be helped by the experience. Beyond helping with the digs at the site, they are building a 
diorama of the battlefield. What recent discovery has been made that sheds light on one of the British Army’s 
actions during the battle? Who was fighting at this battle and who commanded the forces?  
SEARCH TERMS: “Waterloo Uncovered”  
 

SOCIAL ISSUES 
 
CRIME AND LAW: Homicide Rate 
TOPIC:  The Center for Disease Control (CDC) National Center for Health Statistics has released data showing a 
30% rise in the homicide rate between 2019 and 2020 which is the highest increase in modern history.  What 
were some of the causes of this increase in homicide?  How was this information gathered and analyzed? What 
had been the previous largest increase and why? 
SEARCH TERMS: “homicide rate” AND (largest OR biggest) AND “Center for Disease Control” AND “Health 
Statistics” 
 
CRIME AND LAW: Great Britain – Death of an MP 
TOPIC: Sir David Amess, MP for Leigh-on-Sea, was meeting his constituents there when he was fatally stabbed. 
He is the second MP to have been murdered in the past five years, after Jo Cox’s killing in 2016. How long had 
Amess been an MP and what areas had he represented? Who was arrested for his murder and what seems to 
have been his motivation? Has anything changed regarding the protection of MPs as a result of these two 
murders? 
SEARCH TERMS: “David Amess” 
 
EDUCATION: Afghanistan – Online Classes for Girls 
TOPIC:  Learn Afghanistan is setting up an online school specifically for girls, whom have been forbidden to 
attend school by the Taliban. They are offering STEM classes three times a week. Who runs Learn Afghanistan 
and where does their funding come from? 
SEARCH TERMS: “Learn Afghanistan” 
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EDUCATION: College Enrollment Decline 
TOPIC:  College enrollment in the U.S. has seen the largest two year decline in fifty years due to COVID. Why 
are some college enrollments declining? What are colleges doing to accommodate and attract students?  How 
was the information gathered and analyzed? 
SEARCH TERMS: (college OR colleges) AND enrollment AND “National Student Clearinghouse Research 
Center” 
 
RELIGION: Drop in U.S. Religion 
TOPIC:  Surveys are showing that the fastest growing group in the U.S. when it comes to religion, are from those 
who check the box for “none” in surveys asking what religion they are.  What are the different meanings that can 
be ascribed to checking the “none” box?  What are some reasons why people have become less affiliated with 
specific religions? 
SEARCH TERMS: religion AND (survey OR surveys OR poll OR polls OR research OR Pew) AND nones AND 
(U.S. OR “United States”) 
 
SOCIAL RELATIONS: Halloween 
TOPIC:  Halloween is recognized in the West as a time of costume parties and children in costumes “trick or 
treating” for candy at neighborhood homes. There is also an historic religious meaning which is to remember 
those who have died, especially saints and martyrs. What else makes up the history of Halloween and what does 
the word “hallows” refer to?  What are some of the common symbols in Halloween and what do they represent? 
SEARCH TERMS: Halloween AND (traditions OR tradition) AND (“All Hallows” OR Allhallowtide)  
 
SOCIAL RELATIONS: Italy – Migrant Policy on Trial 
TOPIC:  Former Interior Minister Matteo Salvini is on trial for refusing to let a Spanish refugee rescue to dock, 
keeping 147 people at sea. He has been charged with dereliction of duty and kidnapping. Should he be on trial for 
actions taken while he was in government? Is this prosecutorial overreach? Did any of the migrants die because 
of Salvini’s actions? 
SEARCH TERMS: “Matteo Salvini” AND trial 
 

SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND HEALTH  
 
ENVIRONMENT AND NATURE: Bomb Cyclone 
TOPIC:  A record breaking bomb cyclone radically changed the weather in central California from drought to 
record-breaking rainfall while another bomb cyclone hit the northeastern US bringing high winds, flooding and 
extensive power outages.  What is a bomb cyclone and why are these unusually extreme weather conditions 
being linked to climate change?  How are these bomb cyclones detected and why are they difficult to prepare for?  
What was the strongest damage done by these bomb cyclones in California and the northeastern U.S.? 
SEARCH TERMS: (California OR “Nor‘easter”) AND “bomb cyclone” 
 
ENVIRONMENT AND NATURE: Scotland – COP26  
TOPIC:  The 2021 United Nations Climate Change Conference will take place in early November in Glasgow, 
Scotland. Why is it also known as COP26? What world leaders are attending it? Which leaders have declined to 
attend? How many climate change conferences have occurred? What are the goals of this conference? 
SEARCH TERMS: “United Nations Climate Change Conference” OR COP26 
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HEALTH: South Africa – Reverse Engineering a Covid-19 Vaccine  
TOPIC:  Scientists in South Africa are trying to reverse engineer the Moderna vaccine and then produce it, as 
Africa has received the least number of doses. The World Health Organization is fine with this attempt. How 
difficult will it be to reproduce the Moderna vaccine? Has Moderna commented as this attempt to duplicate its 
efforts? Has there been any explanation as to why Africa isn’t getting more doses of the vaccine? What did Merck 
announce recently about its Covid pill? 
SEARCH TERMS: “South Africa” AND Covid-19 AND “reverse engineering” AND vaccines 
 
HEALTH: Nobel Prize in Medicine 
TOPIC:  Two California researchers, David Julius and Ardem Patapoutian have been awarded the Nobel Prize in 
Medicine for discovering receptors that allow our cells to feel temperature and touch. How was this research done 
and how do these receptors work?  How could their discoveries help with drug development in the future? 
SEARCH TERMS: Patapoutian AND Julius AND Nobel AND temperature 
 
SCIENCE: Planet Outside the Milky Way 
TOPIC:  Astronomers think they have the first evidence in history of a planet outside of the Milky Way.  What is 
the evidence found and how can it be confirmed?  What is an exoplanet and how does this discovery differ from 
what is known within our own solar system?  What are the qualities noted about this possible planet? 
SEARCH TERMS: planet AND galaxy AND NASA and Chandra 
 
SCIENCE: Outer Space – New Crew Arrives 
TOPIC:  A second crew has gone to the Chinese space station Tiangong. They are to stay aboard for six months. 
Crew member Wang Yaping is the first Chinese woman to go to the Space station and will become the first 
Chinese woman space walker. Who are her other two crew members? What do they plan to do in the space 
station? 
SEARCH TERMS: “Tiangong space station” AND “Wang Yaping” 
 
TECHNOLOGY: Canada – Wastewater Testing  
TOPIC:  Researchers at Dalhousie University have developed a cheap device to collect samples from sewage 
system that can be analyzed in laboratories to see if the sewage contains Covid-19. The device is a spherical 
cage, printed by a 3-D printer, which contains an absorbent material. The material is what gets analyzed, while 
the cages are reusable. Why is wastewater being tested for Covid-19? How sensitive are the tests? What other 
advances in wastewater testing has Dalhousie pioneered? 
SEARCH TERMS: “Dalhousie University” AND wastewater AND Covid-19 
 
TECHNOLOGY: Malicious Algorithm Regulation Bill 
TOPIC:  A bill has been introduced in the U.S. Congress called The Justice Against Malicious Algorithms Act and 
it’s designed to reduce the liability protections for algorithms that can recommend content that may be harmful.  
What section of the Communications Decency Act would be changed by the Justice Against Malicious Algorithms 
Act and how? What are some examples where algorithms have promoted content that is disinformation, extreme 
or otherwise harmful? 
SEARCH TERMS: “Justice Against Malicious Algorithms Act” 
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TECHNOLOGY: Australia – Parental Consent for Advertising 
TOPIC:  Australia is planning to make social media companies get parental consent before they can show 
advertising to those under sixteen years of age. Failure to do so will result in fines. What other constraints has 
Australia recently placed on some tech companies? How have social media companies responded to this 
proposed new law? 
SEARCH TERMS: Australia AND “social media” AND regulation  
 

SPORTS  
 
SPORTS: WNBA Finals 
TOPIC:  The Chicago Sky have beaten the Phoenix Mercury to win their first WNBA championship.  Who were 
the most impressive players in the game and why? How are the team standings and playoff teams determined?  
How did the WNBA playoff format change in 2016?  When was the last time Chicago won a professional 
basketball championship? 
SEARCH TERMS: WNBA AND “Chicago Sky” AND “Phoenix Mercury” AND (final OR finals OR championship 
OR champions) 
 
SPORTS: South Korea – Record Tied 
TOPIC:  Ko Jin-young has tied Annika Sorenstam’s record of 14 consecutive under 70 rounds of golf. Her next 
round of golf she carded a 71. How long has Ko played on the LPGA circuit and how many titles has she won? 
How did she react to her round of 71 and did she win the match? Who else shares the record with Sorenstam and 
Ko? 
SEARCH TERMS: “Ko Jin-young” AND “Annika Sorenstam” 
 
SPORTS: Boston Marathon 
TOPIC: Kenyan runners dominated this year’s Boston Marathon with Benson Kipruto and Diana Kipyokei 
respectively winning the men's and women's races.  What have been some past highlights in the careers of these 
two Kenyan runners?  How did the start of the Boston Marathon change and why? 
SEARCH TERMS: “Boston Marathon” AND Kipruto AND Kipyokei 
 
SPORTS: Canada – eNASCAR Winner 
TOPIC:  Canadian driver Keegan Leahy has won the 2021 eNASCAR Coca-Cola Racing Series. What is 
eNASCAR and who is participating in it? How long has this racing series been around and how did it start? What 
did Leahy get for winning this year’s series? 
SEARCH TERMS: eNASCAR OR “Keegan Leahy” 
 
SPORTS: Carli Lloyd 
TOPIC:  Top U.S. soccer player Carli Lloyd has played her last game, retiring from her career with the U.S. 
Women’s National Soccer Team (USWNT).  What was her memorable streak of goals at the start of USWNT’s 
victory in the 2015 Women’s World Cup Final?  How many Olympic gold medals and World Cup titles has she 
won and what are her key strengths as a player? 
SEARCH TERMS: “Carli Lloyd” AND soccer 
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ARTS AND LITERATURE  

 
FINE ARTS AND ARCHITECTURE: Art Institute of Chicago Docents 
TOPIC:  The Art Institute of Chicago is changing its policy for its docents by adding paid educators into a program 
that had been strictly volunteer in the past.  What is a docent and what is the purpose of trying to move away from 
all-volunteer docents and add non-volunteers?  What has been the reaction to this change and why? 
SEARCH TERMS: “Art Institute of Chicago” AND (docents OR docent) 
 
FINE ARTS AND ARCHITECTURE: Italy – Sculpture Regains Luster 
TOPIC:  The sculpture The Ecstasy of St. Teresa by Gian Lorenzo Bernini has been cleaned as part of the 
restoration of the St. Mary of the Victory church in Rome. Bernini is thought to have started the Baroque school of 
sculpture. Who was St. Teresa and why is this scene located in this particular church? What are some of Bernini’s 
other works of art? 
SEARCH TERMS: Bernini or “The Ecstasy of St. Teresa” 
 
LITERATURE: Africa/Great Britain – Nobel Prize for Literature 
TOPIC: Born in Tanzania, but mostly living and working in Great Britain, Abdulrazak Gurnah was awarded this 
year’s Nobel Prize for Literature for his novels. He is only the second Black African to win this prize, the first being 
Wole Soyinka in 1986. What are some of his works? What is the most recent novel he published and what is it 
about?  
SEARCH TERMS: “Abdulrazak Gurnah” AND “Nobel Prize for Literature” 
 
LITERATURE: The Days of Afrekete 
TOPIC: Celebrated novelist Asali Solomon’s new novel The Days of Afrekete is getting positive reviews.  What is 
this novel about?  What are the qualities of Asali Solomon’s writing that impress the critics and how are they at 
work in this new book? 
SEARCH TERMS: “Days of Afrekete” AND Solomon 
 
LITERATURE: Great Britain – John le Carre 
TOPIC:  A final novel from the late John le Carre has been recently published. Silverview is another novel of the 
British intelligence services. What were some of Le Carre’s earlier works and what is considered to be his best? 
What Le Carre novels were made into movies and considered to be the most successful at portraying his vision of 
the world? 
SEARCH TERMS: “John le Carre” AND Silverview 
 
MOVIES AND TELEVISION: Outer Space – Moviemaking at the Space Station 
TOPIC:  A Russian actor and director made a quick trip to the International Space Station (ISS) in order to film 
some scenes for an upcoming movie. The selection of the actor was the basis for a reality TV show. Who is the 
actor who won this show? What is the name and plot of the movie? How did the actor and director train for their 
flight? 
SEARCH TERMS: ISS AND "Russian movie" 
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MOVIES AND TELEVISION: Rust Film Location Shooting Incident 
TOPIC:  A fatal accident with an unknowingly-loaded prop gun held by actor Alec Baldwin took the life of 
cinematographer Halyna Hutchins and injured director Joel Souza.  What has been discovered so far in the 
investigation into this incident?  How has the issue of occupational safety on film sets been impacted by this 
incident? 
SEARCH TERMS: “prop gun” AND Baldwin AND “Halyna Hutchins” AND Rust 
 
MUSIC: Drake’s Record-Breaking Album 
TOPIC:  Canadian rap star Drake’s newest album Certified Lover Boy has broken his own 2018 album Scorpion’s 
record for largest streaming debut in a single day and the record for most top-10 singles from a single album.  
What are the most popular songs on the album and why?  What are the qualities in Drake’s composing and 
performance that impress fans and critics? 
SEARCH TERMS: Drake AND “Certified Lover Boy” 
 
MUSIC: Poland -- Chopin Piano Competition 
TOPIC: Canadian pianist Bruce Xiaoyu Liu has won the 18th International Fryderyk Chopin Piano Competition, 
which was held in Warsaw, Poland. The competition is held every five years, though this one was delayed a year 
due to the global pandemic. What was Liu’s road to becoming one of the 12 finalists? What piano concerto did he 
perform in his winning concert? 
SEARCH TERMS: “Bruce Xiaoyu Liu” AND “Chopin Piano Competition” 
 
PERFORMING ARTS: Ireland – Paddy Moloney 
TOPIC:  Paddy Moloney was a founding member of the Irish Band The Chieftains. The band is known for having 
started the resurgence of traditional Irish music. What instruments did Moloney play? Who were the other 
members of the band? What is traditional Irish music? 
SEARCH TERMS: “Paddy Moloney” AND “The Chieftains” 
 
PERFORMING ARTS:  Broadway Coming Back 
TOPIC:  As theaters reopen in the Broadway district of New York City, there are a number of new plays and 
revivals and the crowds are returning. What are some of the most popular plays opening now?  How are theaters 
keeping their patrons and artists safe from Covid-19?  
SEARCH TERMS: Broadway AND theater AND reopening AND Covid-19 
 

PEOPLE  
 
PEOPLE:  Colin Powell 
TOPIC:  Four-Star General Colin Powell was a pioneer for African-Americans as the first Black U.S. Secretary of 
State, the first black U.S. National Security Advisor and the first Black Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff.  What 
were his key accomplishments in these roles and what administrations did he serve? What were some of the 
most distinguished medals he received? Why did Powell quit the Republican Party? 
SEARCH TERMS: “Colin Powell” AND (“Secretary of State” OR “National Security” OR “Joint Chiefs”) 
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PEOPLE: Japan – A Princess Weds 
TOPIC: Princess Mako, niece of Emperor Naruhito, has wed her commoner fiancée Kei Komuro in a private 
ceremony. She has lost her royal status as a result. How did the Japanese public react to the news of their 
engagement? What financial scandal involving Komuro’s mother helped delay the wedding? Why was the 
ceremony held privately?  
SEARCH TERMS: Mako AND “Kei Komuro” 
 
PEOPLE:  Dave Chapelle 
TOPIC:  Comedian Dave Chapelle’s Netflix stand-up comedy special The Closer has been criticized for 
comparisons he makes between discrimination faced by African-Americans and those by the LGBT community.  
What has been the reaction to The Closer by the LGBT community and how has Netflix CEO Ted Sarandos 
replied to complaints?  How has Dave Chapelle responded to the complaints? 
SEARCH TERMS: “Dave Chapelle” AND Netflix AND “The Closer” 
 
PEOPLE: France – Hubert Germain 
TOPIC:  Hubert Germain served in the Free French Forces during World War II. He was the last of the 1,083 
people named as Companions of the Liberation by Charles de Gaulle after the war. What was his life like before 
the war? Where did Germain serve during the war? What was the difference between the Free French Forces 
and the French Forces of the Interior? What was his career after the war? 
SEARCH TERMS: “Hubert Germain” 
 
PEOPLE: Pakistan – Abdul Qadeer Kahn 
TOPIC:  Abdul Qadeer Kahn led the effort to develop Pakistan’s nuclear bomb, and also shared that technology 
with other countries. How long did the effort to develop the bomb take? What other countries was Khan thought to 
have shared the technology with? 
SEARCH TERMS: “Abdul Qadeer Khan” 
 
PEOPLE:  William Shatner 
TOPIC:  William Shatner, most famous for his role as Captain Kirk in the original Star Trek series, has finally 
made a trip to space on Jeff Bezos’s private space rocket Blue Origin.  How old is Shatner and why was his age 
considered to be relevant in his emotional remarks after the space flight?  What was Star Trek about and why was 
it so popular?  What are some of Shatner’s other memorable television roles? 
SEARCH TERMS: “William Shatner” AND “Blue Origin” 
 
 


